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PinPoint™ Targeted Integration System
Site-specific gene addition to create isogenic cell lines
The PinPoint technology

Highlights

The PinPoint targeted integration system allows users to easily and efficiently create isogenic cell
lines in mammalian as well as many other cell types. Multiple genetic features (such as
promoter-gene combinations) can be integrated into a genome of choice in a site-specific manner.
This technology allows the researcher to engineer platform cell lines to study the effects of
knocking-in various transgenes of interest at the same genetic locus in cells with the same genetic
background. This level of targeting control allows for studying of phenotypic effects free from
context and positional effects, which results in more accurate genotype to phenotype correlation.
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defined genomic locus
• Place PinPoint insertion site at AAVS1
safe harbor or any genomic locus
• Create isogenic cell lines
• Avoid gene integration location
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• Control copy number easily
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PinPoint™ Targeted Integration System
Vectors and features of the PinPoint system
Once the platform cell lines containing the PinPoint attP site placed via phiC31 integrase (Cat# FC200A-1 with PIN300A-1) or
HR-based (Cat# PIN400A-1 or PIN410A-1) methods have been established, the cells are ready to be targeted using the

the attB site in the donor plasmid. This results in stable integration of the donor plasmid into the PinPoint attP site. As a result
of this reaction, correctly targeted donor vectors will have their promoterless puromycin-resistance gene now under control
of the PGK promoter present in the PinPoint placement vector, and will be resistant to puromycin when subjected to
selection. With expansion of the platform cell lines with the placed PinPoint attP site, each cell line can now be engineered to
a critical feature that distinguishes the PinPoint system from other targeted gene placement systems.
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Have SBI Design and Build a Custom PinPoint Vector.
, and more
time making discoveries. To learn more, visit our website at www.systembio.com/service or call us at 888-266-5066.
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